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Abstract
Mass transport processes in glass can be differentiated according to the type of diffusion species: gases, network modi¿ers and network
formers. The mobilities of these species give rise to a variety of diffusion-controlled processes and properties. Interface reactions (such as
dissolution of sand grains by sodium silicate melts, corrosive attack of refractory material by glass melts, devitri¿cation in a soda-lime-silica
glass) will be discussed where the chemical potential is the driving force for establishing „up-hill” diffusion pro¿les. With the help of phase
diagrams the diffusion pathways can be predicted. The formation of the tin concentration maximum (“tin hump”), which is found in nearsurface regions at the bottom side of Àoat glass, is a further example of up-hill diffusion, in this case induced by redox reaction. The result
of the mixed-alkali effect of a homogenously melted soda-potassia-lime-silica glass series and of an ion-exchanged glass (soda-lime-silica
glass treated in KNO3) is compared with respect to their electrical resistivity. In ion-exchanged glass only sodium acts as a charge carrier,
whereas in regular mixed-alkali glasses both alkalis can be responsible for electrical conduction. Moreover, sodium diffusion anomalies in
SiO2 glasses are reviewed and a possible mixed-alkali effect on the impurity level between sodium and the OH content is revealed. A further
sodium diffusion anomaly (sharp increase of mobility) was detected in silica glass at the temperature of the Į-ȕ quartz phase transformation, thus indicating that a preordered quartz-type structure seems to exist in silica glass. Finally, the role of the diffusivities of network
oxygen, molecular oxygen and silicon in silica glass is interpreted. The oxygen mobilities govern the growth of passivating SiO2 layers
on silicon-containing materials (such as silicon, silicon carbide, silicon nitride) whereas the silicon mobility is responsible for viscous Àow.
Keywords: Ionic diffusivity, Mixed-alkali effect, Diffusion anomaly, Interface reaction, Diffusion-controlled process

ZJAWISKA TRANSPORTOWE I ANOMALIE DYFUZJI W SZKàACH
Procesy transportu masy w szkle mogą byü zróĪnicowane w zaleĪnoĞci od typu dyfundujących skáadników: gazy, mody¿katory sieciowe i skáadniki wiĊĨbotwórcze. RuchliwoĞci tych skáadników dają przyczynek do powstania rozmaitoĞci procesów kontrolowanych dyfuzją
i wáaĞciwoĞci. Omówione zostaną reakcje takie jak rozpuszczanie cząstek piasku przez stopy sodowo-krzemianowe, korozyjny atak stopów szklanych na materiaáy ogniotrwaáe, dewitry¿kacja w szkle sodowo-wapniowo-krzemionkowym, zachodzące na powierzchni rozdziaáu faz, w których potencjaá chemiczny jest siáą napĊdową ustalania siĊ pro¿li dyfuzji wstĊpującej. Tworzenie siĊ maksimum stĊĪenia cyny
(„garb cynowy”), które znajdowane jest w obszarach przypowierzchniowych na stronie dolnej szkáa páaskiego z metody ÀRDW, jest nastĊpnym przykáadem dyfuzji wstĊpującej, w tym przypadku wywoáanej przez reakcje UHGR[. Porównuje siĊ wpáyw efektu mieszanego alkalicznego w przypadku jednorodnie stopionej serii szkáa sodowo-potasowo-wapniowo-krzemionkowe i wymiany jonowej w szkle (szkáo sodowo-wapniowo-krzemionkowe) na rezystywnoĞü elektryczną szkieá. W szkle pochodzącym z wymiany jonowej jedynie sód dziaáa jako noĞnik áadunku elektrycznego, podczas gdy w normalnych szkáach otrzymanych z mieszaniny alkaliów obydwa skáadniki alkaliczne mogą
byü odpowiedzialne za przewodnictwo elektryczne. Ponadto, przeglądowi poddane są anomalie dyfuzji sodu w SiO2, aby ujawniü moĪliwy
wpáyw efektu mieszanego alkalicznego na poziom zanieczyszczeĔ pomiĊdzy zawartoĞcią sodu i OH. Na koniec, interpretacji poddawana
jest rola dyfuzyjnoĞci tlenu sieciowego, tlenu cząsteczkowego i krzemu w szkle krzemionkowym. RuchliwoĞü tlenu rządzi wzrostem pasywujących warstw SiO2 na materiaáach zawierających krzem takich jak krzem, wĊglik krzemu i azotek krzemu, podczas gdy ruchliwoĞü
krzemu odpowiedzialna jest za páyniĊcie lepkoĞciowe.
Sáowa kluczowe: dyfuzja jonowa, mieszany efekt alkaliczny, anomalia dyfuzji, reakcja na granicy miedzyfazowej, proces kontrolowany dyfuzją

1. Introduction – Driving forces for transport
phenomena

M ' F[ 

The two common diffusion equations, 1st (Eq. 1) and 2nd
(Eq. 2) Fick’s Law characterize mass transport insuf¿ciently.
The equations describe diffusion processes only in a concentration gradient (c/x).

(1)

FW '  F[ 




(2)

The more general formulation requires the substitution
of the concentration gradient by the gradient of the chemical
potential (/x), i.e. the gradient of Gibbs free enthalpy. This
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gradient is the overall driving force and often mass transport
does not follow the gradient of concentration of a particular
species. Thus, thermodynamics overrules kinetics or more
precisely thermodynamics determines the kinetic behaviour
of a multi-component system.
In the following, examples for transport phenomena in
glass will be given which appear as diffusion anomalies
when viewing them as driven by concentration gradients,
but are quite normal when evaluated thermodynamically.
These transport phenomena are coined as „up-hill” diffusion,
since mass transport proceeds opposite to the concentration
gradient. The simplest case of up-hill diffusion is observed
when a particular species which has different solubilities in
two different liquids is enriched or depleted in the respective
liquids, i.e. the enrichment follows the gradient of chemical
potential thereby extracting the species in question against
its concentration gradient.
Phase diagrams are a helpful tool to understand and predict what happens when two differently composed systems
are in contact and start to interact which each other. These
diagrams reÀect the thermodynamic equilibrium of a system.
The melting points of particular compounds in the phase diagram indicate regions of thermodynamic stability. The higher
the melting point the more stable the compound; therefore,
the chemical potential exerts kinetically a driving force on
the existing components to realize the compound formation.

2. Transport phenomena explained by
phase diagrams

)LJ3KDVHGLDJUDP1D2±6L2

2.1. Na2O-SiO2 – system: Dissolution of silica by
sodium silicate
In this phase diagram the sodium metasilicate (Na2OÂSiO2)
displays the highest melting point (higher than for the orthosilicate and the disilicate) and therefore is thermodynamically
the most stable compound, see Fig. 1.
As a result when quartz grains or silica react with sodium
oxide or sodium silicate melts, an enrichment of sodium
takes place at the reaction interface. This enrichment is
driven thermodynamically since the system tends to establish
an equilibrium by forming the sodium metasilicate. It was
observed that sodium oxide is enriched by up to 25 wt%
at a quartz grain surface in a soda-lime-silica glass melt
containing 13.5 wt% sodium oxide [1]. The effect was even
more pronounced when fused silica reacted with a sodium
silicate melt (8 wt% Na2O); here the sodium oxide enriched
up to 40% at the reaction interface, see Fig. 2.
The order of the flux efficiency of alkali oxides in
glass melting is reflected by the increasing melting
point of alkali silicates with higher amounts of alkali:
(K2OÂ2SiO2: 1045oC; Na2OÂSiO2: 1090oC; 2Li2OÂSiO2:
1255oC).

2.2. Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2 – system: Corrosion of
refractory material
This phase diagram serves as a model diagram for the
reaction of glass melts with refractory material (see Fig. 3).
The glass composition and the composition of a refractory

)LJ  8SKLOO GLIIXVLRQ RI VRGLXP DW WKH LQWHUIDFH 6L2 JODVV
VRGLXPVLOLFDWHPHOW>@

brick (e.g. 20 wt% Al2O3, 80 wt% SiO2) are marked in Fig. 3.
At melting temperatures one would expect a corrosion
reaction (diffusion path) along the dashed line. However, the
reaction path takes a detour since nepheline, the compound
with the highest melting point, enforces the deviation along
the solid line in Fig. 3. It is observed that refractories in glass
tanks show nepheline formation as a corrosion product after
long service life.
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3. Complex up-hill diffusion: The „tin hump”
in Àoat glass

)LJ5HDFWLRQSDWK VROLGOLQH EHWZHHQUHIUDFWRU\EULFNDQGJODVV
PHOW>@

Typical soda-lime-silica glass melts contain about 13 wt%
Na2O, thus an up-hill diffusion takes place to form nepheline
with about 22 wt% Na2O.

2.3. Na2O-CaO-SiO2 – system: Devitri¿cation

Float glass which is in contact with molten tin in the Àoat
chamber during its forming process shows a tin uptake which
starts as an error-function type diffusion pro¿le, but then at
depths of about 10 m the tin concentration increases and
displays a „hump”, see Fig. 5. The thicker the Àoat glass,
i.e. the longer the contact of the glass with the tin bath the
more pronounced the tin peak. For the understanding of
this phenomenon it is important to know that highly reduced
melted Àoat glass (under reduced pressure, „vacuum re¿ning”) lacks the tin hump. Therefore, this particular up-hill
diffusion is related to redox interactions. The assumed redox
reactions and diffusion processes are listed in Table 1. The
divalent Sn2+ diffuses into the bottom side of the Àoat glass,
the deeper it proceeds the more Fe3+ is present (the nearsurface region is depleted of iron) and Sn2+ is oxidized to Sn4+
whereas iron is reduced to Fe2+. The Sn4+ is less mobile than
the Sn2+ therefore the tin is immobilized and piles up forming
the hump [7]. The reduced melted glass contains basically
no trivalent iron, therefore the transformation to Sn4+ does
not occur and the tin (Sn2+) pro¿le can extend smoothly into
the glass.
7DEOH&KHPLFDOUHDFWLRQVLQÀRDWFKDPEHU>@

Crystallisation from a glass melt matrix, so-called devitri¿cation, involves per se a rearrangement of elements which
leads to local compositional enrichments and depletions.
The formation of devitrite from a soda-lime-silica glass melt
(16 Na2O, 10 CaO, 74 SiO2 in wt%) is a typical example of
up-hill diffusion as shown in Fig. 4. The crystallization of devitrite containing 10.5 wt% Na2O and 275 wt.% CaO requires
a calcium enrichment and a sodium depletion. In the case
shown in Fig. 4 the crystallization is not completed yet. The
concentration pro¿les reveal the necessary preordering of
species prior to ¿nal crystallization.

)LJ  8SKLOO GLIIXVLRQ GXH WR VXUIDFH GHYLWUL¿FDWLRQ RI D VRGD
OLPHVLOLFDJODVV>@
)LJ7LQFRQFHQWUDWLRQSUR¿OHVZLWKÄKXPS´RIÀRDWJODVV ERWWRP
VLGH >@
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4. The mixed-alkali effect
Few transport phenomena in glass science have been
debated with such an endurance and with such a diversity
of approaches as is the case with the mixed-alkali effect.
The effect consists of the following: Adding a second type of
alkali ion into a single alkali silicate glass changes a variety
of properties in a non-linear fashion. The properties which
are most affected are those based on the diffusivities of
the alkali species, e.g. self-diffusion, electrical conductivity,
internal friction.
The mixed-alkali effect is impressively reÀected in the
electrical conductivity which is related to the alkali ions as

)LJ(OHFWULFDOUHVLVWLYLW\YHUVXVPROHIUDFWLRQIRUKRPRJHQHRXVO\
PHOWHGPL[HGDONDOLJODVVHV VROLGOLQHV DQGLRQH[FKDQJHGJODVV
GDVKHGOLQHV >@

)LJ6FKHPHRIWKHPL[HGDONDOLHIIHFWRIDVRGDSRWDVVLDVLOLFD
JODVV
'1D'.±VHOIGLIIXVLRQFRHI¿FLHQWV
'1D.±LQWHUGLIIXVLRQFRHI¿FLHQW
ı±HOHFWULFDOFRQGXFWLYLW\
ı ±HOHFWULFDOFRQGXFWLYLW\RILRQH[FKDQJHGJODVV
WDQį±ORVVDQJOH LQWHUQDOIULFWLRQ 
Y±PROHIUDFWLRQ

charge carriers. In a good approximation the Nernst-Einstein
equation holds, i.e. the conductivity can be expressed by the
self-diffusion coef¿cients of the two involved alkali ions (e.g.
potassium and sodium) as a function of their molar ratio,
Y = F /(F + F
).
K2O
K2O
Na2O
Fig. 6 shows schematically the concentration dependence of the self-diffusion coef¿cients and the resulting electrical conductivity. Depending on the molar ratio the most
mobile alkali ion is responsible for the electrical transport. In
the sodium rich glass (Y0.7) it is the Na+ ion, in the potassium rich glass (Y >> 0.7) it is the K+ ion. In the vicinity of Y
§ 0.7 the minimum of diffusivities can be found and thus the
minimum of electrical conductivity (or the maximum of electrical resistivity) at levels which are orders of magnitude different from those of the corresponding single alkali glasses.
Fig. 6 further shows that certain transport phenomena
depend on the least mobile alkali ions. This is displayed by
the dashed line. For instance, internal friction (mechanical
loss) is governed by the least mobile alkali ions and so is
the interdiffusion coef¿cient which controls ion exchange
processes. Therefore, the dashed line stands either for the
loss angle or the interdiffusion coef¿cient.
As an example in Fig. 7 the electrical resistivity of
a soda-lime-magnesia mixed alkali glass (total alkali con-

tent 10 mol.%) is shown. The maximum of the resistivity is
observed at Y § 0.7 (200 oC).
Furthermore, the resistivity of an ion-exchanged glass
(dotted line) is plotted in Fig. 7. A sodium containing glass
was ion-exchanged in a potassium nitrate melt. In this way
a mixed-alkali glass series is formed in a near-surface region. Instead of maxima in the resistivity curves now straight
lines occur with the maximum resistivity at the surface (Y =
1) of the ion-exchanged glass [8]. Over the whole range of
composition only sodium ions are the electrical charge carriers and ion-exchanged glasses possess a steep gradient
of electrical resistivity between the surface and the interior
(up to six orders of magnitude).
The difference is attributed to the fact that the ion exchange below 7g causes a different glass structure as the
melting of mixed-alkali glasses. It could be shown that the
resulting compressive stresses exerted by the larger potassium ion are not responsible, even though the difference to
the homogeneously melted mixed-alkali glasses vanishes
when heat-treating ion-exchanged glasses above 7g.
The real cause of the non-linearity of the mixed-alkali
effect is still not fully understood. However, a pathway model
for alkali mobility is predominantly accepted [9, 10]. This
model assumes that alkali ions migrate along type-speci¿c
pathways or channels (of a certain length distribution). The
proximity and/or crossing of different pathways apparently
blocks the transport of ions rather effectively since a blocked
pathway hinders the transport of numerous ions („traf¿c jam”
effect explains non-linearity) [10].
On the other hand, the ion exchange cannot establish the
type-speci¿c pathway for potassium below 7g and therefore
the mixed-alkali effect does not occur, but can be restored
after structural rearrangement above 7J.
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)LJ,RQLFGLIIXVLYLWLHVRIVRGLXPDQGK\GURJHQDVDIXQFWLRQRI
2+ FRQWHQW LQ VLOLFD JODVVHV VFKHPDWLF GLDJUDP RI PL[HGDONDOL
HIIHFW >@

5. Diffusion anomalies in silica glass
5.1. Mobility of trace elements
Using 23Na and 3H (tritium) as radiotracers, mobilities of
sodium and hydrogen ions in various types of SiO2 glasses
of different OH content have been studied. It was found that
the diffusion coef¿cients depend on the OH content in the
silica network. Increasing OH content considerable reduces
the Na diffusivities, but increases the hydrogen mobilities.
The effect of mutual immobilization shows similarities with the
mixed-alkali effect and follows the reasoning in the literature
that the hydrogen ion behaves like an alkali ion in transport
phenomena, see Fig. 8.
The higher immobilization of sodium ion impurities with
increasing OH content in silica is relevant when utilizing thin
SiO2 layers as passivating barriers for ionic transport. Their
blocking power is more pronounced with higher OH content.

5.2. Sodium diffusion peaks („Hedvall effect”)
Tracer diffusion data achieved with 23Na in quartz as well
as silica glass and Vycor® glass (96% SiO2) show discontinuities or even diffusion peaks at particular temperatures,
see Fig. 9. At about 570 oC the quartz as well as the glass
samples display an abrupt change in the sodium diffusion;
in the Vycor glass even a further diffusion peak is observed.
It appears obvious to relate the anomalies with the Į-ȕquartz transformation (573 oC) which may occur in the glass
structure due to preordered regions which resemble the
quartz modi¿cation. The ongoing structural rearrangement
is reÀected in an increased sodium mobility. Such effects
have been observed previously by J.A. Hedvall in crystalline silicates at temperatures of phase transformations and
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)LJ6RGLXPGLIIXVLYLWLHVDQGGLIIXVLRQDQRPDOLHVLQTXDUW]VLOLFD
JODVVDQG9\FRUJODVV>@

have been explained by the reorientation of the crystal lattice imparting high mobilities of all species and thus causing
maxima of reactivity („Hedvall effect”).
In the Vycor glass the sodium diffusivity not only peaks at
570 oC, but also at 590 oC [14]. The nature of the structural
rearrangement at 590 oC is unsolved. It might be speculated
that the enhanced diffusion is related to the previous fabrication procedure (phase separation, leaching and sintering
process) which the Vycor glass has undergone.

6. Diffusion-controlled processes in silica
glass
As an example, fused silica glass is chosen to demonstrate how the mobilities of atomic species are correlated
with the macroscopic properties.
Fig. 10 shows the wide range of diffusion coef¿cients of
various species in SiO2 glass which spans over 16 orders
of magnitude – from helium as the fastest to silicon as the
slowest species [15].
The diffusion data also provides a qualitative insight
into the glass structure. Helium and hydrogen are gases
with extremely high diffusivities indicating the open network of the SiO2 glass structure. They diffuse much slower
in soda-lime-silica glasses where the network-modifying
cations partially block the pathways for gas permeation.
The diffusivities of gases depend on the diameter of the gas
molecules, i.e. following helium and hydrogen they decrease
in the order oxygen, argon and nitrogen. Water vapor diffuses via an interaction with the silica network by forming
Si-OH groups. Sodium is the fastest of the incorporated
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7. Summary
The mobilities of network formers, modi¿ers and gases
as well as the thermodynamic boundary conditions (reÀected
in the phase diagrams) are the basis to understand transport
processes in glasses, such as up-hill diffusion, interface
reactions, crystallization, mixed-alkali effect, ion exchange
and diffusion-controlled phenomena.
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